Augmenting awareness on sustainability of cross-sectoral cooperation
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Abstract. It is recognized that health care is an evolving complex adaptive system that requires structural, economic, and organizational resources. Further, its sustainability raises many concerns as sustainability in cooperation of health-promotion is frequently demanded but seldom analysed. Bearing in mind how today's challenges of epidemic, climate changes affect health care systems it evidences the difficulty to plan and predict its positive, smooth evolutionary process. Moreover, the fluctuating, unstable economic status in countries also contributes and augment unpredictability of such system. These instabilities can lead to the disintegration or even collapse of a number of health promotion structures operating in each country. In order to minimize the impact of such events as pandemics, or smoothen cooperation process in general, it is expedient to better understand the possible dynamic stabilizing factors. The first necessity here could be an in-depth case study of cross-sectoral cooperation and self-analysis to organize stabilizing feedback chains to help increase the sustainability of health promotion or health systems in general. In all sense, sustainability research is multidisciplinary; i.e., it addresses the real-life problem such as improved cooperation in health promotion as a way of sustainable financing, which request the complex adaptive systems approach application. Multidisciplinary approach enables people from different disciplines work together, each drawing on their disciplinary knowledge, to create something better.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Sustainability as status quo on health-promotion

Sustainability in cooperation of health-promotion is frequently demanded but seldom analysed. Herein, we will study sustainability in health-promotion cooperation from the point of view of dynamic decisions in strategic environments. But first of all, we encourage again to ask ourselves what does sustainability mean? Does it hold status quo on health-promotion and resources? Or else, is it the “new normal” as a new sustainability mindset (increased awareness of the planetary challenges and how they intersect with the discipline or profession we choose to focus on) is emerging as it is consequently requested and (re)negotiated among health-promotion intervention in and through the partnerships?

In the last 70 years, the topic of sustainability in business and partnerships has been defined in many different ways. 1 According to a Scopus search using the keyword “sustainability” on 14th
of December 2020 retrieved nearly 250,000 publications worldwide, which has grown from a single paper published in the year 1970, to nearly 30,000 papers published in 2020 alone. 2 Today sustainability can arguably be called one of humankind's highest aspirations in the 21st century [1], a part of everyday vocabulary, unlikely in many ways the concept remains elusive [2].

Usually, sustainability is presented in terms of three dimensions: environmental, economic, and social as in the 1992 Rio declaration it is stated that achieving sustainability requires achieving “economic, social, and environmental goals” [2]. Later, Ben-Eli (2018) also suggests that the word has partly become a general idea of a desired continuity [3]. In all sense, sustainability research is multidisciplinary. It addresses the real-life problem (i.e., improved cooperation in health promotion as a way of sustainable financing) which request the complex adaptive systems approach application. In the multidisciplinary approach, people from different disciplines work together, each drawing on their disciplinary knowledge, to create something better [4]. The dynamic sustainability framework: addressing the paradox of sustainment amid ongoing change was also proposed [5]. It developed out of evolving thinking and collective experience in conducting and advancing implementation science, where inattention to constant change limit the ability to which implemented interventions are sustained over time in complex clinical and community settings. Dynamic sustainability should be promoted in cooperation of health-promotion initiatives. But how the cooperation can become even more sustainable?

Firstly, let’s present what happens if we lack sustainable coordination and partnership. It can be a matter of life and death, with negative impact due to non-effective work between the sectors to meet the complex needs of residents [6]. It is important to understand that community health needs require often regular interaction among various sectors [7, 8]. Such act, or instance, of working or acting together for a common purpose, or benefit is described as cooperation [9]. If we wish to reach success in health promotion and the reduction of health inequalities, continuous cooperation among different sectors (NGOs, SMEs, etc.) is requested [10].

1.2. How do we achieve the most effective and sustainable partnerships?

Health outcomes of citizens may be improved if we do have a clear mission and vision, collaborative action plans, developing and supporting leadership, collected feedback, ensured technical, financial support, motivated stakeholders, and strong partnership [11]. Of a specific interest herein, is the fact that a partnership is an important and ineluctable path towards sustainable and improved population health [12]. However, both the challenge and advantage is that this partnership can be defined as a system where is no “correct” way to do it. Normally, the main factors for a successful partnership involves the description and knowing our commons goals, mutual understanding, motivation, and knowing what each part can offer, as well as strong leadership, regular and structured communication between collaborators [6, 13]. Three main factors (leadership, motivation, and communication) are considered as essential components for effective and sustainable partnerships. Those factors are approached in Healthy Boost “Urban Labs for Better Health for All in the Baltic Sea Region”, funded by the EU Interreg Baltic Sea Region program that aims to develop the Model for cross-sectoral cooperation [14]. The evidence-based model developed in the Healthy Boost project will guide partners towards systematic cross-sectoral cooperation processes that was additionally challenged of COVID-19 pandemic as it was tested in the cities of the Baltic Sea Region during 2020-21.

How are partnerships suited to the current and future problems of public health? We need to bear in mind that health is more than the health sector by itself. The complexity of different factors influencing community welfare requires cross-sectional action in which multiple sectors share their expertise, experience, capacities, and resources in the effective, efficient, and consistent provision of services to the citizens [15]. A strong partnership can help to improve public health and well-being or help deal with multiple community health issues. In Israel, education, health, and agriculture sectors, local governance units, and health management organizations were involved in promoting a healthy and active lifestyle [16]. In Latvia, collaboration engaged between
the Ministry of Health, associations representing local, regional governments, and NGOs on pursuance a civil society to participate in maternal and child health policy planning and implementation [15]. In Finland, laws that obligate cross-sectoral/inter-sectoral actions for health and well-being have worked well in mandating sector collaboration. To be effective in cross-sectoral cooperation it is required also long-term vision, commitment and permanent structures facilitating cooperation across sectors (Health in all policies HiAP approach) [15]. Moreover, in Finland the Centre of Expertise for Impact Investing launched operations in January 2020. It is part of the administrative organisation of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, but additionally serves the entire public sector. The public sector determines the desired outcomes, not the method of service provision, and only pays for verifiably produced outcomes [17]. This approach allows service providers to identify new, effective practices. We outlined some examples that showed the importance of closed partnership to reach sustainable cross-sectoral cooperation.

With emergency world-wide of pandemic situations importance of strong and effective partnership has been augmented. A strong collaboration and partnership between the governmental, nongovernmental organizations, scientific community, and private sector helped to manage the Ebola virus disease epidemic in Sierra Leone, or the emerging COVID-19 situation in South Korea and Vietnam [18-20]. As partnership maintenance can be challenging and it may fail [13, 21-23] we need to become aware of the main difficulties. For instance, main challenges for partnership are: lack of political will or commitment, a change of government or ministers, limited management capacity, corruption, lack of transparency, struggles with data-sharing, poor communication and conflicts of interests between sectors, competition for resources, and lack of funding [15, 24]. Collaboration with many parties is important not only for success in health promotion and the reduction of health inequalities, but also a challenging skill that has to be trained to gain more sustainability [25].

1.3. Are we training how to cooperate?

Cross-sectoral cooperation is a collaborative effort in which partners from different sectors (public, private, and non-profit) pool their resources to provide joint solutions for common benefit, and address problems and complex challenges. Impact investing is a means of enhancing profitable co-operation between the private, public and third sectors by preventing and solving various well-being and environmental problems. Only approximately a tenth of all social welfare and healthcare funds are channelled toward preventive measures, even though these would be far more economical over the long term than solving problems [22]. Hip fractures and type 2 diabetes are examples of medical conditions that cause significant problems for people and are usually preventable. Impact investing offers a way to make carefully planned, long-term, front-loaded investments. In the current economic situation, central government and local and regional authorities need new tools or learning strategies for promoting and financing well-being [26].

It is well documented that a small change in the payoff environment, which induces a change in the speed of individual learning, can have a large impact on whether mutual cooperation is learned [27]. This in turn encourages to raise some questions about how to model the payoffs in the environment of health-promotion initiatives in which learning is likely to be an important influence on professional competence and the wish to further cooperate. The results of the repeated deterministic conditions suggest that reinforcement learning is sometimes modelled as the algorithm through which people learn to employ more complex cognitive strategies [28, 29]. Note again that the learning that goes on in strategic, economic environments is not a simple extension of the study of individual learning. What is learned and memorized at the initial stage by the learner who is performing a training in cooperation (or real on-going cooperation) depends on how others are acting and hence on what they are learning. The simulation of the training provides a positive feedback loop between what user learn and what there is to learn. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the openness to learn can be so important, and that factors that have a small effect on the speed of individual learning can have a large effect on the whole path of real-life sustainable cooperation.

We might focus on community-based participatory research (CBPR) – an approach that combines research methods and community capacity-building strategies to narrow the gap between knowledge produced through research and the application of this knowledge into interventions and policies. The CBPR has received the increased attention of academia and the public health communities to address the persistent problem of disparities in the use of health care and health outcomes, especially among vulnerable populations (i.e., identified by diagnosis, socioeconomic status, lack of health insurance, and membership in various racial and ethnic groups). CBPR attempts to strengthen a community's problem-solving capacity through collective engagement in the research process. The main goals of CBPR are to improve research quality, community capacity, and health outcomes [30]. In 1998 Israel and colleagues introduced nine principles of CBPR: 1) recognizing the community as a unit of identity; 2) building on strengths and resources within the community; 3) facilitating a collaborative and equitable partnership in all phases of the research; 4) fostering co-learning and capacity building among all partners; 5) balancing knowledge and action for the mutual benefit of all partners; 6) addressing locally-relevant health problems and considers multiple determinants of health and disease; 7) occurs in a cyclical and iterative process that includes ongoing evaluation of successes and obstacles; 8) disseminating findings and knowledge gained to all partners; 9) involving a long-term process and commitment to sustainability [31, 32].

Participatory design (PD) is a research approach to the development of technological solutions to real-world problems, an approach that shares many concerns and some of its roots with action research [33]. In the contemporary era of participation, participatory design research shows how the unique translation and operationalization of participation can be shaped – through critical, political, creative, ethical and empathic approaches – in such a way as to design sustainable technologies and alternative futures in everyday contexts. Participation is often an integrated part of both design research, service and product development. It is applied across research and industry under a diversity of headlines from participatory design, co-design and co-creation to cooperative design and design thinking [34]. For instance, the term "co-design" is used in the scientific literature related to health [35].

Gameful designs (gamification), using design pieces and concepts typically found in the world of games, is a promising approach to increase users' engagement with, and adherence to, electronic health and mobile health (mHealth) tools. However, little is known about the users' requirements and preferences for interactive designs in the context of self-management of chronic conditions. Therefore, patients participating in the co-design process was essential [36]. Co-creation workshops and trainings could be helpful in culturally adapting online mental health systems and increasing accessibility and availability of digital mental health care among vulnerable populations [37]. Another example is medical engineering, where a participatory and co-design process was held via series of stakeholders’ workshops, to introduce, to visualize, to mock-up, to prototype, and to package and market a design product [38]. Examining other research field domains, stakeholder participation methodology is quite well established in the field of environmental management, and recommendation was made to avoid a “tool-kit” approach and, instead, emphasized participation or engagement as empowerment, equity, trust, and learning process [39].

1.4. Why health-promotion should adopt a strategic approach to sustainability goals?

Sustainable cooperation and generally sustainability within health-promotion might trigger inclusive and participatory processes of stakeholder engagement that could lead to better, more sustainable use of financials at hand. The need to always keep the future in mind when acting today has been a key component in the development of sustainability discourse in the second half
of the 20th century (1987) [40]. This should be further developed and encouraged in health promotion sector once tackling the sustainability as well in 21st century as it is highly relevant. For instance, sustainability and corporate social responsibility are positively correlated with economic performance, encouraging organizations to adopt sustainable policies [41]. Once showing a consistent commitment in the dissemination of health-promotion practices and content aimed at creating “shared value” between company and stakeholders – and final user in particular we might better understand why health-promotion should adopt a strategic approach to sustainability goals.

Strategic and operative level approaches are necessary for effective cross-sectoral cooperation. A strategic level approach could be defined as a long-term approach to developing cross-sectoral cooperation. It ensures the success in planning and implementation stages. This approach includes policy change and development, partnership, capacity building, and systemic change [42]. The need for the global and local community to implement integrated and strategic approaches that harness synergies across different sectors and deliver collaborative profit was emphasized in Shanghai Declaration [43].

This approach includes the same mission, vision, goals, objectives, resources, activities, and directions for the actions and management in improving the community’s health and well-being. On a strategic level, objectives/actions across multiple sectors should be well coordinated. Also, the cooperation must be supported by local policy leaders, decision-makers, and potential partners (stakeholders/actors outside the municipality, e.g., enterprises NGOs and other public organizations) [44]. Establishing a strategic approach is critical to success, especially living in rapid technology changes. Properly functioning e-Health system can be one of the examples. It enhances access to information, empowerment of patients to make informed healthcare decisions, streamlined organizational processes and transactions, and improved quality, value, and patient satisfaction [45].

An operative level approach could be defined as cross-sectoral cooperative actions and processes that occur in daily practices. This level could be evaluated by assessing how systematically does the organization implement stated cooperative actions. In health promotion, examples of operative approach actions could be that local communities and residents are participating in actions that promote health and well-being, cross-sectoral activities for health and well-being are well-coordinated, and cross-sectoral cooperation process is guided by monitoring and follow-up (e.g., minutes of meetings, verbal discussions, focus groups, observations, interviews, document review, etc.) [44].

The 2030 sustainable development agenda set the scene for innovative approaches to tackling inequities in health [46]. Public authorities are encouraged in local and national health priorities to adapt the agenda and its 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) [47]. Principles of equality, human rights and sustainable development are added at the core of the agenda. In November 2016, the Ninth Global Conference on Health Promotion highlighted the closely intertwined priorities of the health-promotion and sustainable-development movements, particularly the reduction of the inequity that hampers attempts to achieve several wide developments aims. Integration of multilevel interventions come as one of example of onset approach for health promotion. It outlines the interdependencies, synergies and enablers between the Health 2020 and the 2030 Agenda, thus supporting the proposed roadmap for the WHO European Region [48].

1.5. The strategic steps of health promotion towards sustainability goals

Assessment tools and the input of all sectors are needed to establish accountability, increase capacity to address health challenges and to mobilize increased joint resources for implementing cross-sectoral actions [15]. Healthy Boost project addresses the health burden of city residents due to unhealthy lifestyles. Together with 14 partners from seven different countries, it seeks methods and tools to have more capacity for health promotion and to build sustainability through cross-sectoral cooperation with holistic approach to health promotion. The main objective of the
project is to make urban policies for health and well-being more innovative, effective and integrated. Cross-sectoral cooperation herein is seen as a collaborative effort in which partners from different sectors (public, private, and non-profit) pool their resources to provide joint solutions for common benefit, and address problems and complex challenges. Self-assessment (SA) used and developed in the context of Healthy Boost project offers a tool for evaluating cross-sectoral cooperation and helps: a) to assess the current commitment of different stakeholders to cross-sectoral cooperation; b) to highlight strengths and obstacles for active cross-sectoral cooperation; c) to monitor the change by follow up assessment. The striking challenges of our time – such as health care – are complex, whether on a local, national, or international scale. Yet all too often we approach these issues with piecemeal solutions, and with efforts (however passionate, intense, and even exhausting) that aren’t sufficient to address the problems at the scale at which they exist. SA-tool demonstrates why individuals or different communities engaged in a cross-sectoral partnership could approach the complexity of working together across sectors in their pursuit of an integrative and sustainable approach and to promote health in the city and municipality (with an emphasis on the operational management). In the future, evidence-based SA-tool and Model for Cross-sectoral Cooperation and training platform (http://www.healthyboost.eu/) produced by Healthy Boost-project will be available guiding cities towards systematic cross-sectoral cooperation for the best of residents’ health and well-being.

2. Conclusions

In all sense, sustainability research is multidisciplinary; i.e., it addresses the real-life problem such as improved cooperation in health promotion as a way of sustainable financing, which request the complex adaptive systems approach application. Multidisciplinary approach enables people from different disciplines work together, each drawing on their disciplinary knowledge, to create something better. In such case both training (self-learning) and self-assessment might change initial conditions of cooperation. Consequently, it could make process smoother and further lead to more sustainability in the health promotion process. Assessment tools and the input of all sectors are needed to establish accountability, increase capacity to address health challenges and to mobilize increased joint resources for implementing cross-sectoral actions. In the future evidence-based SA-tool, training material and Model for Cross-sectoral Cooperation produced by Healthy Boost-project will be available guiding cities towards systematic cross-sectoral cooperation for the best of residents’ health and well-being. Health promotion is a cross-cutting and sustainable development effort that should be prominently integrated into global and local SDGs, such as Agenda 2030, to strengthen cooperation.
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